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The functional
anatomy of motor skill acquisition
was investigated
in six normal human subjects who learned to perform a pursuit rotor task with their dominant right hand during
serial positron
emission tomography
(PET) imaging of relative cerebral
blood flow (relCBF). The effect of motor execution, rather than learning, was identified by a comparison
of four motor performance
scans with two control scans (eye
movements
only). Motor execution
was associated
with activation of a distributed
network
involving
cortical, striatonigral, and cerebellar
sites. Second, the effect of early motor
learning
was examined.
Performance
improved
from 17%
to 66% mean time on target across the four PET scans
obtained during pursuit rotor performance.
Across the same
scans, significant
longitudinal
increases
of relCBF were located in the left primary motor cortex, the left supplementary
motor area, and the left pulvinar thalamus. The results demonstrate that changes of regional cerebral
activity associated with early learning of skilled movements
occur in sites
that are a subset of a more widely distributed
network that
is active during motor execution.

Humans demonstrate an impressive ability to acquire a vast
repertoire of complex motor skills. Knowledge of the neural
systemsthat are required for motor control and task execution
has grown rapidly (Brooks, 1986). However, the mechanisms
by which these systemsfacilitate the different stagesof motor
learning, and the precise location of synaptic change during
learning are lesswell understood. In this study, we were interested in the functional anatomy of the initial stagesof motor
skill acquisition. It was hypothesized that this period of learning
would be associatedwith dynamic alterations ofcerebral activity
in cortical motor areasthat normally plan and execute motor
programs. Putative siteswould include the primary motor cortex, premotor areas,balsa1ganglia, thalamus, and cerebellum.
This hypothesis wastested by examining the temporal changes
of relative cerebral blood flow (relCBF) acquired with serial
positron emissiontomography (PET) imagingin normal human
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subjects as they learned to perform a pursuit rotor task. The
study wasdesignedto distinguish responsesassociatedwith execution of a visuomotor task from longitudinal changesassociated with learning of the sameskill.
Materials
Subjects

and

Methods

Six subjectsparticipatedin this study, in accordance
with the Human
SubjectsProtectionCommitteeof U.C.L.A. All of the subjectswere
U.C.L.A. undergraduates,
recruitedby advertisement,
and identified as
normalby anextensivemedicalandpsychiatricinterviewandphysical
examination. Their mean age was 24 (*7), and the male : female proportion was 4:2. All were right handed as determined with a standardized questionnaire
(Raczkowskiand Kalat, 1980).
Motor learning paradigm
PET images ofrelative cerebral blood flow (relCBF) were obtained while
subjects learned to perform a visually guided motor tracking task with
a pursuit rotor device (Lafayette Instruments no. 30010). The device is

a rotating20 cm black disk with adjustablespeed,similarto a small
turntable. A 2 cm metal target is located on the periphery of the disk.
The subject was instructed to keep the tip of a metal stylus against the

movingtargetduringtrialsof fixed duration.Subjectslay supine,with
their headin the tomographaperture.Thepursuitrotor apparatuswas
positionedvertically in clearview andwithin comfortablereachsothat
the subjects could easily track the target throughout the entire excursion
of the disk. Effectsof learningweremeasured
by the durationof time
the stylus was on the target. Validation of this instrument for measuring
visuomotor skill learning has been reported in detail over the past 40
years (Ammons, 1947; Ammons et al., 1958; Wisner et al., 1988). The
two following behavioral conditions were used during PET imaging,
Pursuit condition. The subject held the stylus tip against the target on

thediskof the pursuitrotor apparatus,beginning10setprior to isotope
administration and imaging. Ten seconds after simultaneous isotope
administration and dynamic imaging, the disk began to rotate at 60
rpm. The subject was instructed to try to keep the stylus on target. The
pursuit task was performed for 80 set during imaging. The condition
was performedduringthe secondthroughfifth PETscans.
No practice
of the task had occurred prior to the second PET scan.
Control condition. Sameas the pursuit condition, exceptthat the
subjects were instructed not to move their arm and to track the metal
target of the disk with only their eyes. They kept the stylus stationary
in the center of the disk. This task was performed during the first and
sixth PET scans.
There was a 10-l 5 min interval between PET scans. After completion
of the second, third, fourth, and fifth PET scan, the subject performed
a structured practice session to accelerate improvement of pursuit per-

formance(Fig. 1).Eachpracticesession
consisted
of a 2 min restperiod
followed by seven trials lasting 20 set, with a 20 set rest between successive trials.In addition,therewasa 1minintertrial restafterthe third
trial. Performance was monitored during the performance conditions

and practicesessions
by measuringthe time the styluswason target
with an automatically triggered digital clock (Lafayette Instruments no.
54025).
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and imaging sequence of procedural learning.

Imaging
Each subject received six intravenous bolus injections of 50 mCi of
H,150 commensurate with dynamic positron emission tomographic imaging with the SiemensKTI-83 l-08 tomograph (Siemens Corporation,
Hoffman Estates. IL). The device collects 15 contieuous manes. 6.75
mm thick, with ‘an m-plane resolution of 6 mm 7~11 width at halfmaximum (FWHM). Each sinogram of projection data was analyzed
using a boundary detection algorithm, and emission scans were reconstructed using a calculated attenuation correction method (Bergstrom
et al., 1982). Head immobilization
was achieved with a custom foam
mold (Smithers Corporation, Akron, OH). The tomograph was oriented
lo” steeper than the canthomeatal line (i.e., frontal elevation/occipital
depression) so that the field of view would extend from the vertex of
the brain to the anterior cerebellum. Therefore, the orbital frontal lobes
were not included.
Estimates of relCBF were based on a modified autoradiographic method (Herscovitch et al., 1983; Raichle et al., 1983). Arterial blood samuline was not nerformed. Five second frames were collected for 2 min
be&ming at the time of iniection of H,150. The first frame showing the
arrival ofcerebral radioactivity was identified. From this time point the
counts for the ensuing 70 set were summed to generate 15 plane images
of relCBF (Fox et al., 1984; Mazziotta et al., 1985a).
Image analysis
The 15 plane relCBF image set from each PET scan (6.75 mm interplane
distance) was anatomically transformed to the standard coplanar stereotaxic atlas of Talairach and Toumoux (1988). This was performed
by using a series of least-squares minimization algorithms that resize
the brain relative to a normal population of PET images and then
reorient and reslice the data sets relative to the anterior-posterior
commissural line. Then, each plane was resampled in a nonlinear fashion
to reduce variation in brain shape. The assumptions and operational
details of these procedures are described in Friston et al. (199 la). In
the standard stereotaxic space, each pixel is 2 mm* and the interplane
distance is 4 mm. To remove high spatial frequency noise and to account
for small scale differences in functional anatomy from subject to subject,
each image was smoothed using a Gaussian filter (FWHM = 10 pixels
= 20 mm).
Differences in global CBF between scans were then removed using
an analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) on a pixel by pixel basis as previously described (Friston et al., 1990). The final relCBF images from
the ANCOVA assume a mean global CBF of 50 ml/100 gm/min. All
values of relCBF reported in the Results, figures, and tables have been
adjusted for differences of global CBF by ANCOVA and are in units of
ml/100 gm/min. Because of smoothing, the adjusted pixel values corresponded to a mean relCBF of a weighted spherical region of radius
10 mm centered on the pixel.
The significance of responses at each pixel were also determined as
follows. The ANCOVA also generates six (one for each sequential PET
scan) adjusted group means and associated error variance (calculated
across the six subjects) on a pixel by pixel basis. To identify differences
between PET scans, a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with
planned comparison of means was performed using a t statistic and
linear contrasts of the grotto
- . means and associated error variance at
each pixel (Snedecor and Cochran, 1989). The resultant t distributions
were transformed to the normal distribution, generating Gaussian statistical parametric maps of significance. The significance maps were
thresholded to make a correction for multiple nonindependent comparisons (pixels) as previously described (Friston et al., 1991b). For a
significance of p < 0.05, the threshold was set to give an expected false
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positive every 20 planes, and for p < 0.01 the threshold was one false
positive every 100 planes. Significant pixels were then displayed in
transverse slices, with the grid from the Talairach atlas superimposed
for anatomic localization.
PET scan comparisons
Three planned comparisons of means were made using a t test for linear
contrasts in a one-way ANOVA (Snedecor and Cochran, 1989):
(1) Movement effect: a comparison of the four motor performance
scans (scans 2-5) to the control-condition with no arm movement (scans
~

Figure 1. Experimental
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(2) Learning ejktt: a comparison of the four motor performance scans
(scans 2-5) to each other. The four coefficients of the linear contrast
were derived from the corresponding performance (the mean time on
target of the six subjects) that were measured at the time of each PET
scan. Weighting with this linear contrast would identify any cerebral
areas where the relCBF was different between the four performance
conditions, proportional to the increase in the performance measure.
The inverse of this comparison was also tested, to identify any sites
where relCBF decreased as a function of task assimilation.
(3) Time e&t: A comparison of the two control conditions was
performed to determine if there was a time effect independent of any
learning effect.

Results
Movement execution
Motor execution was associated with the activation of a widely
distributed
set of cerebral areas, summarized
in Table 1. In ali,
11 sites demonstrated
distinct increases of relCBF that were
greater than the control condition
(p < 0.01, after correction
for multiDle comparisons), , as illustrated in Figure 2. These sites
could be broadly categorized into motor and visual association
areas.
Of the motor system sites, the greatest response was located
in the left motor cortex. This response was large in size and
distributed
over the middle two-thirds
of the left motor strip.
The peak site of relCBF response during the pursuit rotor task
was located between two sites, active during shoulder and finger
movements, identified in a previously reported investigation
of
the somatotopic
organization
of relCBF responses in the motor
cortex (Colebatch et al., 199 1).
The right motor cortex, ipsilateral
to the performing
limb,
also demonstrated
significant
activation
of relCBF, but of a
lesser magnitude.
This site was located within 8 mm of a site
previously shown to be active during isolated shoulder movements (Colebatch et al., 199 1).
Responses within the left supplementary
motor area (SMA)
were lbcated in a bimodal disthbution,
with the peaks situated
one above the other and separated by 8 mm. The location of
the two SMA sites were in proximity
to sites identified during
isolated movements of the index finger (superior site) and shoulder (inferior site) (Colebatch et al., 199 1). In the right SMA,
only the inferior site, the putative shoulder site, was significantly
active.
Subcortical
responses of the motor system were centered in
the posterior portion of the left putamen and in the middle of
the left substantia nigra. Because of effects of image smoothing,
adjacent activation
of the globus pallidus for the superior site
or the red nucleus in the inferior site could not be excluded.
There was a large increase of relCBF throughout
the middle
and right parasaggital zones of the cerebellum
extending from
the anterior lobe to the inferior vermis. Within this extensive
response site, local maxima were identified in the anterior lobe
and the inferior vermis. Neither of the response maxima were
centered over a cerebellar nucleus. Activation
of a cerebellar
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Table 1. Changes of CBF during rotor pursuit
Talairach
coordinates0

Region

%
Increase
in flow

X

Y

z

Left motor cortex
Right motor cortex
Left superior SMA
Left inferior SMA
Right SMA
Left putamen
Left midbrain
Right anterior cerebellum
Right inferior vermis
Right extrastriate area 18
Left fusiform gyrus

9.5
6.1
6.7
5.9
4.8
2.2
2.3
4.8
8.9
7.7
4.2

24
-24
8
8
-4
28
10
-2
-4
-26
24

-22
-18
-14
-18
-16
-20
-18
-54
-52
-90
-66

56
56
56
48
48
0
-8
-4
-20
4
0

(3.3)
(2.8)
(2.4)
(2.7)
(1.8)
(1.3)
(0.7)
(3.3)
(2.6)
(3.9)
(2.6)

Data show the magnitude and location of significant relCBF responsesassociated
with right hand rotor pursuit. The percentageincrease and SD (in parentheses)of
relCBF was calculated from a comparison of four pursuit rotor scansversus two
control scans(eyemovements only).
a Talairach coordinates are in millimeters, measured from the anterior end of the
anterior-posterior commissural line, corresponding to the atlas of Talairach and
Toumoux (1988).

nucleusmay have been present but obscureddue to the effects
of imagesmoothing.We could not exclude additional local maxima in the inferior cerebellar hemisphere becauseit was not
fully sampled.
There were two responsesites of the visual system in the
occipital lobes during execution of the pursuit rotor task. The
first was located in the left fusiform gyrus and was lessthan 6
mm from a site previously identified as V4 in experiments of
color vision (Lueck et al., 1989; Z&i et al., 1991). The second
occipital responsewas located in the right extrastriate cortex,
in the approximate region of Brodmann’s area 18. This site was
large and extended in a superior to inferior band, sparing the
striate cortex. The site was distinct from and located inferior
and posterior to a functional area previously identified as V5
in human studiesof visual motion detection (Z&i et al., 1991).
Motor learning
Each of the subjectssuccessfullylearned to perform the pursuit
rotor task over the course of the experiment. Performance
changedfrom jerky movements with ballistic corrections in the
first trial to smooth continuous tracking by the last trial. The
duration of time that the stylus was on the target of the pursuit
rotor apparatus was used to determine motor performance as
demonstratedin Figure 3. The time on target was significantly
different betweenperformance trials 1 and 2, and betweentrials
2 and 3, confirming the presenceof a learning effect (paired t
test, p < 0.05). The greatestchangein performance wasbetween
the first and secondperformancetrials, showingthat the learning
effect developed rapidly. No gender effectswere present.
The four PET scansof motor performance were compared
with each other to determine sitesof increasingrelCBF. Three
siteswere identified: the left SMA, the left motor cortex, and
the left thalamus (p < 0.05, after correction for multiple comparisonsby one-way ANOVA and linear contrasts), as demonstrated in Figure 4. The location, magnitude, and percentage
changeof relCBF of thesesitesare summarized in Table 2. The
motor cortex site was located within 2 mm of the samepeak

Figure 2. The effectof movementin the pursuitrotor task.Thefvst
column demonstrates relCBF after stereotaxic normalization at four
brain levels and serves as an anatomic reference. The second column
demonstrates the absolute difference of relCBF of all six subjects between the four performance and two control conditions at the same
brain levels. Only increased relCBF is shown in white in the difference
images. Significant increases of relCBF were centered in the bilateral
primary motor cortices, two sites of the SMA, the posterior left putamen,
the left midbrain, multiple sites of the cerebellum, the right fusiform
gyrus, and left Brodmann’s area 18 of the occipital lobes. The four rows
correspond to 56, 48, 0, and -8 mm relative to the anterior-posterior
commissural line as defined in the atlas of Talairach and Toumoux
(1988). The subjects’ left hemisphere is on the right side of the image.

presentduring motor execution. The SMA peak associatedwith
a learning effect was located midway between the two SMA
peaks associatedwith motor execution. The thalamic site was
centered in the left pulvinar. When a comparison was made
between only the first and last pursuit trials by t test, the same
three areascontinued to demonstrate a significant difference.
Responsesfrom each individual at these sitesare shown in
Figure 5. All three areasdemonstratea rapid rise in relCBF after
the first pursuit trial. Only the SMA showedpersistentincreases
of relCBF across all trials, similar to the performance curve
shown in Figure 3. No gender effects are noted in the relCBF
responses.
An analysiswasalsoperformed to determine if there wasany
cerebral site with a significant decreaseof relCBF during motor
learning. No significant siteswere detected.
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Figure 3. A measure of performance (percentage of time on target) for
each pursuit rotor trial demonstrates a learning effect across trials. Differences were significant between trials 1 and 2, and 2 and 3 (p < 0.05,
paired t test). No gender differences were present. Circles, male; squares,
female; error bars, one-sided SD.
Time efect

A comparison of the two control conditions, obtained at the
start and completion of PET scanning,demonstratedno significant differencesof relCBF in any brain region over the course
of the experiment. Thus, there wasno evidence of a time effect
to suggesthabituation developing independently of motor execution.

Discussion
Motor skill acquisition is a fundamentally important operation
of the nervous system. In this study, the functional anatomy of
motor learning was clearly distinguished from the anatomy of
simple motor execution. The principal findings were longitudinal increasesin neuronal activity in the left motor cortex, left
SMA, and pulvinar thalamus during motor skill assimilation.
In contrast, a more widely distributed network involving cortex,
basal ganglia, and cerebellum was active during motor execution. Theseresultssupport the hypothesisthat early procedural
learning occurs within a subsetof the neuronal network where
the behavior is actualized.
In learning a motor skill, a performer must combine the appropriate movements into the correct pattern in both spatial
and temporal. domains. The awkward, jerky movements seen
in the earliest stagesof motor learning can be accounted for by

Figure 4. The effect of learning the pursuit rotor task. Thefirstcolumn
demonstrates relCBF at three brain levels after stereotaxic normalization and serves as an anatomic reference. The second column demonstrates the absolute difference of relCBF for all six subjects across the
four performance conditions at the same brain levels. Only pixels with
increasing relCBF across performance conditions are shown in white in
the difference images. Significant increases of relCBF were centered in
the left SMA, primary motor cortex, and pulvinar thalamus. The levels
correspond to 56, 48, and 0 mm above the anterior-posterior
commissural line as defined in the atlas of Talairach and Toumoux (1988).
The subjects’ left hemisphere is on the right side of the image.

feedback systemsthat rely on visually perceived errors to generate corrective motor commands. After practice, movements
become smooth, coordinated, and often more rapid, suggesting
acquisition and modification of motor programsthat allow the

Table 2. CBF changes during motor skill learning
Talairach coordinates”
Region

X

Y

Z

relCBF during rotor pursuit
Trial 1
Trial 2

Left motor cortex

24
2
20

-24
-14
-32

56
52
4

61.1 (1.4)
64.2 (0.7)
53.7 (1.3)

Left SMA
Left thalamus

64.8 (1.4)
65.4 (0.8)
55.7 (0.8)

I Increaseof
Trial 3

Trial 4

flow between
trials 1 and 4

64.6 (2.0)
66.0 (1.4)
55.5 (0.7)

64.8 (1.1)
67.0 (0.4)
55.9 (0.5)

6.1% (2.8)
4.5% (0.9)
4.1% (2.6)

This table presents a summary of the three regions with a significant longitudinal
increase of relCBF during leaming of the pursuit rotor task. The relCBF values are
the mean and SD (in parentheses) for the six subjects in ml/100 gm/min. The percentage difference of relCBF between the 6rst and last PET scans obtained during

pursuit rotor tracking is also shown.
a Talairach coordinates
Tournoux (1988).
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performer to organize a sequenceof movements in advance of
the execution, and with lessreliance on visual feedback. With
additional practice the skill becomesoverlearned, automatic, or
proceduralized. It has been proposed that, at the beginning of
practice for a new motor skill, the performer adopts a strategy
of constructing and facilitating subskillspreviously retainedfrom
other well-learned tasks(Eysenckand Frith, 1977).This process
hasbeen termed the acquisition of set and likely occurs in the
first stagesof learning where there are the most rapid improvements of performance. In our results, these rapid changesoccurred most dramatically between the first and secondtrials,
when there was a concomittant increaseof neuronal activity in
the SMA, motor cortex, and pulvinar thalamus.
Neuronal dischargesof the SMA typically precedemotor cortex activity and alsoare active during motor ideation, independent of performance (Orgogozo and Larsen, 1979; Roland et
al., 1980; Deecke et al., 1985). This would suggestan executor
function over the primary motor cortex for the SMA, in which
the conception and initiation of movement take place. The findingsherein are consistentwith this functional description of the
SMA and alsoimply that the SMA may be critical for execution
of previously learned motor subskillsor acquisition of motor
set.
All of the subjectsused lesscorrective movements, and acquired smoother movements with each successiveperformance
trial. It is unlikely, therefore, that the increasedrelCBF in the
primary motor cortex was secondary to an increasedrate of
movement or an increasedrate of changeof limb direction. We
would propose that the increaseof relCBF in the motor cortex
is due, in part, to the selectionof a discreteset of motor neurons
that are an approximation of the optimal set required for task
execution. The specific changesin neuronal processingin the
motor cortex during this stagecannot be determined with our
study. CBF is thought to reflect the dischargerate at the presynaptic terminal. It is possiblethat the increasein motor cortex
during skill acquisition reflects, in part, increasedfiring of afferents from the SMA or thalamus. We explicitly examined both
augmentation and attenuation of relCBF associatedwith improvement in performance. Electrophysiological studiesof motor learning in animals have implicated both long-term potentiation and long-term depression (in the cerebellum) as
modulators of synaptic activity (Sakamoto et al., 1987; Asanuma, 1989; Ito, 1989). Longitudinal changesof relCBF may be
the neurophysiological correlates of adaptation in neural discharge rates that underlie skill acquisition.
The increasedresponsesof relCBF identified in the pulvinar
thalamus are more difficult to interpret, given the diversity of
complex systems that are presumed to be integrated in this
nucleus. Recent studieshave demonstratedthat neurons in the
inferior and lateral pulvinar of nonhuman primates are visual
in nature and modulated by a number of eye movement conditions (Bender, 1981). Robinson hasproposedthat signalsfrom
the pulvinar might be used for attentional purposesand the
triggering of motor responses(Robinson et al., 1991). In humans,pulvinar activation hasbeen demonstratedwith changes

52

c
Figure
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5. The responses of relCBF (in ml/100 gm/min)

in the left

primary motor cortex (a), left SMA (b), and left thalamus(c) of each
individual during pursuit rotor learning.Differencesweresignificant
acrossthe four scans at each site by ANOVA. No gender effects were
present.Circles, male;squares, female;error bars, one-sided SD.
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in visual attention in a PET study using measures of regional
glucose metabolism (LaBerge and Buchsbaum, 1990). For the
pursuit rotor task, the visual system must generate a stable image
of the pursuit target in anticipation of any motor system output.
We would propose that the change in pulvinar activity across
trials was secondary to a shift in the visual attention given to
the pursuit target. Since we did not measure eye movements,
we cannot correlate the pulvinar activity to specific eye movement parameters across trials.
Other components of a large corticostriatonigral-cerebellar
network were active during the pursuit rotor task, although they
did not change during the learning process. These sites have all
been shown previously to be critical for execution of other types
of motor behavior with a variety of anatomic and physiologic
methods. The functional anatomy of this network forms the
basis for a number of models of motor control (Brooks, 1986).
In addition, the somatotopic organization of the motor cortex
and SMA observed in this study reiterates several previous PET
experiments (Colebatch et al., 199 1; Grafton et al., 199 1). The
somatotopic organization of the frontal lobe is exceptionally
complex, with multiple maps and overlapping cortical fields
(Wise and Strick, 1984; Strick, 1988). Despite this complexity,
noted with single neuron recordings, the PET results have consistently demonstrated a large-scale homuncular distribution in
both the motor cortex and SMA. In the present study, it was
notable that the SMA response was bimodal, with maxima located in the putative hand and shoulder areas. This is consistent
with the types of movements at multiple joint segments that
were required of this task.
It should be reiterated that the lack of a change in the magnitude of relCBF over time in these other corticostriatonigralcerebellar sites does not imply that they are not involved in the
learning of a motor task. Instead, each site is a critical component of an integrated system specifically designed to incorporate new motor plans. Clinical observations from patients
and nonhuman primates with injury to the striatum or cerebellum confirm that the entire loop must be intact for the motor
skill to be assimilated (Mishkin et al., 1984; Inhoff et al., 1989;
Halsband and Freund, 1990; Sanes et al., 1990). For example,
the striatal dopamine deficiency of Parkinson’s disease leads to
impaired procedural learning (Harrington et al., 1990). Of note,
these patients fail to activate the SMA during motor task execution (Playford et al., 1991). Premotor and primary motor
cortex responses remain normal, however. Integrity of the putamen-SMA projections is likely critical for both performance
and motor plan assimilation.
The cerebellum has long been described as a “teaching machine” ofthe motor cortex (Marr, 1969; Ito, 1972; Thach, 1978).
Thus, it was interesting to find no longitudinal change of activity
in this structure during motor skill learning in our study. Attenuation of relCBF responses in the cerebellum and SMA has
been observed during the learning of a simple finger opposition
algorithm (Friston et al., 199 1c). These paradigms are markedly
different in design, and their differences may provide insight
into different aspects of motor learning. We explicitly studied
the early phases of skill acquisition, placing a strong emphasis
on acquisition of motor set dependent on visual feedback (the
onset of performance coincided with scanning). By the end of
the session, complete automaticity had not been achieved. In
contrast, the finger tapping paradigm emphasized automaticity
of a sequential pattern, paced with an auditory cue. These findings are consistent with the notion that supratentorial systems
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are involved in the acquisition and optimization of set in early
learning whereas other systems, including cerebellum, may subtend consolidation with practice. That is, consolidation may
involve the transfer of function between and within neural networks normally active during motor execution (Mazziotta et al.,
1985b). To test this further, experiments are in progress to examine the functional anatomy of the pursuit rotor task after
long-term practice.
To analyze the PET data, we used ANOVA with weighted
comparisons of means by linear contrasts. This is a novel application of a basic statistical method for determining functional
change that goes beyond a simple categorical or subtractive
approach for interpreting changes in brain physiology. This
method is a logical extension of the basic t test and allows for
a comparison of more than two groups at a time. In addition,
the technique is a valid method for weighting relCBF values by
corresponding performance data. We have used weights (the
linear contrasts) that are continuous variables reflecting a key
aspect of motor performance. The statistical approach should
be useful in analyzing a variety of longitudinal PET experiments
in which a continuous variable of performance or rate can be
simultaneously acquired.
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